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POS           PLAYER (Last Name, First Initial/Name)
Pitchers

 Owners Name

Phone:Day                                                       Eve:

E-Mail:

Hitters

Custom Stat Service
Roster Submission Form

Team Name:

Max Length is 20 Characters including spaces

Submission Guidelines
Following these guidelines will ensure that the process of data entry
goes quickly and smoothly.
1.  Get the offensive position sequence from your Commissioner and
write the positions in the space provided.  All rosters must have the same
sequence.  Failure to submit uniform sequences will result in players being
out of position. Players that begin the season on your bench should have
"RSV" in the postion column and should all be at the bottom of the
appropriate Hitter or Pitcher player list.  DO NOT COMBINE RESERVE
HITTERS & RESERVE PITCHERS IN A SINGLE LIST

2.  Write player names in the following format:  LAST NAME COMMA
FIRST INITIAL.  Examples:  Trout,M  Mccutchen,A   Kershaw,C
This format is the actual Data Key that assigns stats to your players.  

3.  If you are using salary/contract information - Write the information
to the right of the player on the end of the line.  Do not separate the
information (e.g., by putting the salary to the left of the player and the
contract to the right of the player).
4.  If you use a swing player (Tenth Pitcher or extra Utility Player), leave
a blank line or write OPTION where that player would go.  For example,
if you decide to start the extra player at UT instead of at the 10th Pitcher
spot, the tenth line on the pitching side should be either blank or have
OPTION written in.
5.  Neatness Counts!  Make extra copies of this form to use as worksheets
and submit only the final, very neatly written copy.

POS           PLAYER (Last Name, First Initial/Name)

If you need additional space for players, use the back
of this form.  Be sure to separate hitters from pitchers. 

 Second Owners Name

Phone:Day                                                       Eve:

E-Mail:

Ambient




